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Decoding Packaging Colors these 20 Successful Brands Use



Click on a colour to reveal it’s meaning



CLASSIC BRAND - MCDONALD’S

Red is scientifically known to draw up an appetite. It also 
attracts attention. For a brand that is on a mission to be 

the customer’s favourite place to eat and drink, the 
colour does the needful in just the right amounts. The fun 
and cheerfulness, that McDonald’s is representative of, 

are covered by the yellow in the packaging.

I’m loving it! :)

RED
REPRESENTS

EXCITEMENT, PASSION, ANGER, STIMULATED APPETITE

On its website, One Plus speaks about the ‘era of endless 
possibilities’. In India, the first generation of this phone was 

available for purchase through invite-only. 

The brand personality is all about exhilaration and immense 
passion. Something that the colour red stands for, and 

communicates to the target audience through the 
packaging.

Never Settle

NEW-AGE BRAND - ONE PLUS

?



CLASSIC BRAND - REESE’S PEANUT BUTTER CUPS

Reese has always exuded a playful and humorous 
personality.  Whether it’s their #Cupfusion 

campaign that took off at the time of launch, their 
funny take on ads (See their commercial on 

‘Women like to make it last’ ;))’, or them referring to 
the product as a perfect movie companion - the 
colour orange does complete justice to represent 

the brand as sociable and joyful.

ORANGE
REPRESENTS

WARMTH, JOY, OPTIMISM, SOCIABLE, APPETITE

The usage of orange in packaging for new-age brands 
varies moderately from how orange has traditionally been 

used. While earlier orange was used for its association with 
warmth, soothing, appetite - very often now it is used to 

depict an ingredient of the product it packages. An example 
of this is Too Yumm. 

The brand uses black on the packaging to present itself as a 
premium product. As for the orange, it uses the colour in one 

of the product variants, ‘Munchy Masala’ to indicate the 
flavour and add a pop of colour to the packaging thereby 

grabbing consumer attention...

….Anytime, Anywhere!

NEW-AGE BRAND - TOO YUMM

?



Utterly Butterly Delicious

CLASSIC BRAND - AMUL BREAD SPREADS

Amul is an epitome of classic brands in India, and 
the Amul Girl (read Amul Mascot) is known to have 
always spread joy. Yellow used in the packaging of 
Amul’s bread spread products has two overtones - 

One it relays to consumers a sense of joy and 
youthful energy. Also, the use of a warm colour like 
yellow for products that are often consumed for 
breakfast emanates a sense of warmth and is 

known to build an appetite.

YELLOW
REPRESENTS

ACCESSIBLE, FRIENDLY, CHEER, YOUTHFUL ENERGY

New-age brands are reinventing the packaging 
wheel, with most of them sticking to minimalism. One 
such brand is Glossier. Their sunscreen, Invisible Shield 
has a packaging that is simple and straightforward. It 

uses white and yellow. White to paint a picture of 
purity and safety. And yellow…

…..well because it’s a sun(screen)!!

NEW-AGE BRAND - GLOSSIER

?



I would say, ‘Job well done!’

CLASSIC BRAND - FIGARO

Figaro takes great pride in consistently bringing to 
the market pure, high quality, natural products for 
the past 100 years. The prominent green used as a 

primary colour on the packaging subliminally 
induces a sense of being natural to the consumers.

GREEN
REPRESENTS

NATURE, GROWTH, REBIRTH, MONEY, PROSPERITY

iD’s motto is to serve fresh and home-cooked to 
everyone. The website’s home page boldly reads,

The packaging also clearly specifies that no 
preservatives have been added. 

What better way to represent fresh than with Green - 
the colour of nature.

Nature’s best for you.

NEW-AGE BRAND - AGE BRAND - ID

?



Giving wings to people and ideas

CLASSIC BRAND - RED BULL ENERGY DRINK

On Red Bull’s website the brand boldly states its 
ideology which reads

The brand promises success to its consumers. It 
inspires. The blue colour with its association to 

success, intelligence, and maturity aligns seamlessly 
with the brand ideology and the target audience 

comprising of teenagers and young adults.

BLUE
REPRESENTS

INTELLIGENCE, TRUSTWORTHINESS, MATURITY,
SERENITY, SUCCESS

Moroccan Oil is all about the women for whom they 
make products and the brand speaks about this 
passionately in their communication. The brand 

promise is…

The feminine hue of blue used in the packaging 
represents success and energy just like the women 
the brand has been curated for. The use of blue ups 

the trustworthiness factor of the brand with its target 
audience. Moroccan oil packaging is also an example 

of the bold shift new age brands are making while 
choosing colours.

...to inspire confidence in women

NEW-AGE BRAND - MOROCCAN OIL

?



….Emperor of chocolates

CLASSIC BRAND - CADBURY

Cadbury has been using the colour purple since the 
Roman Empire was in power. During that period only 
the emperor was allowed to wear purple. Through 

the use of purple, the brand draws a direct 
correlation to luxury and positions itself as an…

Such is the association of the colour with luxury, 
wealth, and quality that it has led to a fierce legal 

battle with Nestle.

PURPLE
REPRESENTS

CREATIVITY, WEALTH, LUXURY, NOBILITY, QUALITY

Epigamia is a great example of the prominent shift in 
the usage of colour in packaging design. Many 

new-age brands are now experimenting with an 
array of colours in their packaging from one product 

variant to another.

That’s how Epigamia describes its brand. The realness 
and versatility reflect in its usage of colour on the 
packaging too. The brand uses neutral white as a 
primary colour. The secondary colours used are a 

depiction of the flavours the product comes in - in this 
case, wild raspberry.

Real, Fresh, Versatile.

NEW-AGE BRAND - EPIGAMIA

?



To inspire the limitless
potential in every girl

CLASSIC BRAND - BARBIE

Team Barbie is clear about its purpose and 
expresses it vehemently -

Barbie encourages imagination, expression and 
discovery through play while preparing girls for 
their future. Barbie utilizes a bold shade of the 

colour in its packaging to appeal to the young girls 
whose life it wishes to transform.

PINK
REPRESENTS

ROMANCE, FEMINITY, MODERN, YOUTHFUL, LUXURIOUS

Nykaa packaging uses 2 predominant colours - black 
and pink. On one end of the spectrum, the brand uses 

pink to appeal to women. On the other end of the 
spectrum, it uses black to represent the strength, 
grace, and confidence these women stand for. 
Together these colours create a fine balance as 

women discover their own identity and personal style.

Nykaa.com is all about
celebrating women

NEW-AGE BRAND - NYKAA

?



...Genuine.

CLASSIC BRAND - HERSHEY’S CHOCOLATE SYRUP

Packaging speaks a lot about what a product 
stands for. On the packaging, the brand distinctly 

positions itself as...

And that reflects in the rich colour of cocoa used as 
well. Through the rich brown, Hershey’s manifests 
the genuineness of the core ingredients used and 
build the association that natural, pure cocoa is 

used in the product.

BROWN
REPRESENTS

RUGGED, MASCULINE, ORGANIC, NATURE, COMFORT

So when Nature’s Basket introduced their own line of 
products, they chose simple packaging and adorned it 

with the colour brown. For a brand that values freshness 
and uses the word ‘Nature’s’ as part of its brand identity, 
the use of brown in its packaging starts making sense. 

Consumers identify with the packaging that does a 
good job of presenting the brand as organic and 

natural.

Nature’s Basket has a vision to bring
to its consumers India’s freshest and

finest product and spread the joy of food.

NEW-AGE BRAND - GODREJ NATURE’S BASKET

?



Fun fact - A quick image search
of the founder Giorgio Armani will also

lead you to photos of him wearing
only black clothes.

CLASSIC BRAND - ARMANI

A sort after fashion brand, Armani has carved out a 
personality for itself that screams modern, elegant, 
and slick. The usage of the colour black is a primary 

driver in creating this image for the brand. 
Such is the dominance of the colour on the brand, 
that you’ll see black used everywhere - logo, brand 

identity, packaging.

BLACK
REPRESENTS

SLICK, MODERN, LUXURIOUS, STRENGTH, POWER

A brand dedicated to physical & mental health, Cure.fit  
uses black to portray the power and strength that it 
promises to its consumers. The black also enables 

Cure.fit to use other bold colours, each representing a 
belief the brand stands for.

Cure.fit uses the hashtag,
#BeBetterEveryDay

NEW-AGE BRAND - CURE.FIT

?



Authentic. Unique. Real.

CLASSIC BRAND - DOVE

Dove believes that beauty is not one dimensional; it 
is not defined by your age, the shape or size of 

your body, the colour of your skin or your hair – it’s 
feeling like the best version of yourself.

White, used as a primary colour, symbolizes the 
pure, simple, and elegant women that use the 

product. The colour is utilized in its most basic and 
impactful form.

REPRESENTS
SIMPLICITY, ELEGANCE, PURITY, BALANCE, INNOCENCE

The white used in Paperboat does two things. First, it 
communicates the brand of natural, unadulterated 

drinks from the past, in a contemporary format. Second, 
it lends a neutral tone to the packaging. This neutral 

base is adorned with a pop of colour that represents the 
flavour of every variant bringing to life their tagline -

Drinks and memories.

NEW-AGE BRAND - PAPERBOAT

?



Transparent packaging has been around for a while now. It’s as old as the glass 
bottle. However, the trend of using transparent packaging has caught on again 
recently. An increasing number of brands have started leveraging the power of 

transparent packaging. 

It gives brands the flexibility of utilizing the product colours.

It gives a sense of purity.

It gives customers a visual experience of the product they’ll be using.

Most importantly it lets the product sell itself

?

FUNCTION OF
BEAUTY

RAW
PRESSERY
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VELOCE

NYKAA MINISO



PANTONE
COLOR OF THE YEAR

2020

Get the complete download on the colour of the year from here.

Classic Blue
PANTONE 19-4052

https://www.pantone.com/color-intelligence/color-of-the-year/color-of-the-year-2020
https://www.pantone.com/color-intelligence/color-of-the-year/color-of-the-year-2020
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